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Abstract

Due to its instantaneous nature, Twitter has been established as a major communication medium. Among others, people use the service to report latest news and to comment about real-world events. Users show particular interest in social events such as large parties, political campaigns, and sporting events, but also for emergency events such as natural disasters and terrorist attacks. Automated and real-time event detection in this case is an interesting challenge. We present our work on this topic capitalizing on modeling the stream as an evolving graph of words, and then detecting events based on their evolution patterns. To identify important moments, the system detects rapid changes in the graphs edge weights using a convex optimization formulation. Then we need to summarize the event in the best feasible way. We present a method that generates real-time summaries of events using only posts collected from Twitter. The system then extracts a few tweets that best describe the chain of interesting occurrences in the event using a greedy algorithm that maximizes a non-decreasing sub-modular function. Through extensive experiments on real-world sporting events, we show that the proposed system can effectively capture the sub-events, and that it clearly outperforms the dominant sub-event detection method.
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